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It takes resourcefulness...
Time and again, Bell System engineers have
demonstrated their pioneering bent in working
out unusual telephone construction problems.
For example, they laid a huge conduit under
the Harlem River. They dredged a trench in the
river bottom, lowered enormous sections of iron
pipe, sent down divers to join the sections, encased the finished tube in concrete. Through
this they ran telephone cables forming one of

New York's mai n lines of communication. Across
the Gila River in Arizona they constructed a
catenary span 2373 feet long. To bridge oceans,
they developed radio telephony. They have built
telephone lines over mountains, across deserts,
through swamps.
Their resourcefulness in getting through, over
or under natural barriers makes possible telephone
service that is practically world wide in reach.

BELL SYSTEM

I SAY "HELLO" TO MOTHER AND DAD I
I ...RATES ARE LOWEST AFTER 8:30 P. M. I

Surveying
This
Issue
rOMPLETING a year's service
with this issue, the Technic
staff of 1932-1933 makes its farewell bow. To all who have made
possible the last eight issues of
the Technic the editor wishes to
extend his appreciation ; to all
those who will publish the next
eight issues the retiring ,taff extends its best wishes for success.
IN far-off Russia, the tremendous
I Dneprostroy dam project has
recently been completed. A view
of the dam is shown on the cover.
D ARELY is a steam shovel a
I% thing of beauty ; yet the
photographer who supplied the
frontispiece has found one that
is an exception.
HAT is to be done when a
railroad fill on a main line
starts to slide ? Mr. Motz has contributed an authentic account of
one way in which this problem
was solved on the Pennsylvania
R. R. near Terre Haute.
EREQUENTLY we become so
I absorbed in our own particular
field of engineering that we fail
to obtain a comprehensive view
of other branches of the same
profession. In an article entitled
"Engineers and Engineering",
Mr. Toner sets forth pertinent
facts about the kinds of engineering represented at Rose.
E VERYONE has his own reaL sons for choosing the profession of engineering for his career,
but he may be interested in learning the reasons of some of his
classmates. Four students, representing the four courses offered
at Rose, have offered their
answers to the question, "Why ?"
IT is enlightening indeed to read
I Mr. Thompson's article on "The
Economics of Highway Relocation" and to learn how much
money can be saved by shortening
a route by a few tenths of a mile.
J. G. B.
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Stopping A Slide
on Big Creek

Fill

• By J. R. Motz, c., '34 •
RAINAGE always has been
and will continue to be a
major problem confronting civil engineers. By
jacking pipes into, through, and
under embankments, engineers
have solved in recent years
various problems which have
arisen in connection with railroad, highway, and city work. A
few problems thus solved are:
increasing drainage facilities under embankments where the
height or the heavy traffic would
not permit the construction of
culverts by an open trench method ; extending sewers across important thoroughfares in cities ;
and making repairs where slides
have occurred on embankments
due primarily to ground water.
It is this last problem which has
confronted the engineers of the
Pennsylvania Railroad and the
solution of which is taken up in
this article.

Haute. Indiana. The valley is 2000 feet wide at
the point of crossing-, and
as the bridge over the
creek is 90 feet above
the water, this necessitated high embankment
approaches. This article
deals only with the em-•
bankment west of the
bridge which varies in
height from 80 feet at
the west abutment of the
bridge to nothing 300
feet further west. The
terrain is shale covered
by a scant few feet of earth. The
fill was made of material taken
from a nearby borrow pit which
when dry is capable of supporting
considerable weight, but while the
material is to a large extent impervious, to water, still it is likely to become so thoroughly saturated that its stability is reduced
to nothing. The fill was built out
from the top of the west bank
A New Embankment
toward the west abutment of the
In 1928 a two mile relocation bridge by dumping carloads of
was made for the Pennsylvania this clayey material from a timRailroad crossing of Big Creek ber trestle built for this purpose.
valley 15 miles west of Terre Thus a pocket was formed im-

D
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View Inside 36" Nestable Pipe.

mediately beneath the track on
the trestle. The embankment had
hardly been extended completely
to the west abutment when the
first signs of sliding were noticed.
The tremendous weight of the
new fill pressing down on the thin
layer of original ground overlying
the rock probably caused some of
the first movement. Shale becomes
very slippery when wet, and the
fill being of clay also slippery,
little water was necessary to keep
the slide moving. To avoid adding more weight cinders were
used to complete the fill. Cold
Page 5

ing sketch and divided into four sections, A, B, C, and
D. Section A is 180
Roadvv4v
feet
of 36 inch cor \\.;y
rugated, perforated
pipe. The first 40
feet of this section
were jacked into
the fill by using
large jacks placed
against a backstop
and the end of the
pipe then as the
Criss-sQc+ian
showing rnef Find et' jac ng
earth was excavated
pipe un r
e .71 ba
nt
by hand from in
front of the pipe,
the jacks forced the
Difficulties
weather set in, the slide stopped, them in order to maintain even a pipe further in.
track was laid on the fill, and five mile per hour movement of arose and the jacking method
trains over the fill.
traffic was routed over it.
had to be abandoned and the
of the 180 feet put in by
rest
At various intervals from
Draining
the
Fill
Nestable pipe. This type of
using
spring of 1929 to the fall of 1932
made in two foot sections
pipe
is
A searching investigation of
the slide began to move but none
into an upper half and a
divided
of the corrective steps taken the causes of the sliding was unwhich can be securely
lower
half
proved to be the solution of the dertaken which revealed the sliptogether.
From the end of
problem. In the late fall of 1932 page plane practically at the sur- boltel
into place a
jacked
the
pipe
as
the situation became so acute in face of the rock, and large pockfoot section
a
one
lower
half
of
fact that the track settled nearly ets filled with water in the clay
and
excavation
connected
was
ten feet in one night. One hun- portion of the embankment. Then
the upper
was
hand
for
made
by
dred seventy-one cars of cinders, it was decided to jack perforated
half
of
a
two
foot
section.
When
averaging 40 cubic yards per car, pipe into the fill, intercept the
was
in
this
piece
place,
the
next
were hurried to the slide and a surface and ground waters and
connected
piece
was
a
lower
half
large crew of men worked day carry them beyond the edge of
foot
section
two
and
of
a
so
on,
the
fill.
The
unloading
the
cinders
plan
was
of
attack
and night
with
made
accompanytrack
as
shown
the
in
the
surfacing
and
(Continued on Page 17)
Flan Showing Pipe Layout.
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Engineers and
Engineering
By Richard K. Toner, ch. e., '34
AST September the engineering schools of America
received hundreds of high
school graduates into their
freshman classes. In a month or
two these same institutions will
graduate those who since their
matriculation four years ago have
satisfactorily completed the work
which entitles them to the designation of engineers. When one
compares these two groups, a
startling fact is revealed. We
notice that nearly two-thirds of
those who started have failed in
their ambitions. What reasons
can be given for such a large percentage of those who started falling by the wayside? Why did so
few graduate? The answer can
probably be found in one of the
following causes:
1. Financial inability to continue in college.
2. Mental incapacity to grasp
the higher form of knowledge.
3. Inability of the student to
adapt himself to college
life.
4. Inability to study.
5. Misplacement.
Colleges attempt to meet financial difficulties of students by
giving scholarships or deferred
tuitions to those who deserve
them, as well as by helping students get outside work when it
is available. In the second reason,
although there are many students
who insist they are incapable of
getting the assigned work, it is a
fact that there are really very
few people who, having successfully passed through high school,
can not by proper application become fairly proficient in some line
of endeavor. We may, therefore,
expect to find the major source
of trouble in the last three reasons.
It is unfortunate that at the

L
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present time a large gulf exists
between the high school and the
college. Too many students come
to college with but a vague notion
of what is expected of them. Some
of them, although the percentage
is probably not very high, become
lost in the maelstrom of fraternity life, social life, and, in general,
in having a good time. The organizations which tend to cause
this sort of thing are constantly
trying to prevent it, and most
colleges place some restrictions
upon freshmen in order to help
them orient themselves.
Often students with the best
intentions fail in their work simply because they do not know
how to study. High schools do not
usually stress the point strongly
enough, and rely too much upon
supervised and dictated study
methods so that a freshman in
college has not learned how to
proceed on his own initiative. It
is not the purpose of this article
to discuss the proper methods of
study. There are many excellent
discussions of this subject, such
as Swain's "How to Study," and
for further information the reader is referred to these sources.

Engineering is Defined
Engineering has been defined
as the art and science of using
the mechanical properties of matter in structures and machines,
although with the introduction of
chemical engineering this definition had to be modified as will be
seen later. Engineering first
gained recognition through its
association with military tactics
in the construction of machines
of war. It was scarcely one hundred years ago, however, that the
first engineering organization
dealing with building for peaceful
purposes was organized. We find

ir
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A modern broadcasting station
a feat of electrical engineering.

thus in 1828 a charter issued to
the Institution of Civil Engineers
(London) whose business as
therein defined was the "act of
directing the great sources of
power in nature for the use and
convenience of man, as the means
of production and of traffic in
states, both for external and internal trade, as applied in the
construction of roads, bridges,
equeducts, canals, river navigation and docks for internal intercource and exchange, and in the
construction of ports, harbors,
moles, breakwaters and lighthouses, and in the art of navigation by artificial power for the
purposes of commerce, and the
construction and adaptation of
machinery, and in the drainage
of cities and towns."
Obviously, this was too much
of an undertaking for one group
and so subdivision took place in
time. The mechanical engineer
was evolved to take over "the construction and adaptation of machinery." In the later part of
the nineteenth century the new
science of electricity brought
forth the electrical engineer.
Chemical industry, as such, is
very recent. In the United States
its great development has been
in the past thirty-five years. The
problems connected with these industries were handled by chemists who had a knowledge of mechanical engineering or by mechanical engineers who had some
knowledge of chemistry. HowPage 7

He finds an outlet
for his abilities along lines of design,
construction, operation, research and
sales. Only a small
portion of the total
number of mechanical engineers are
engaged in private
practice as consultants. The greater
number are employees of organizations
engaged in production or transportation. After the mechanical engineering student graduates from college,
he usually serves
for one or two years
a s apprentice i n
some industrial orga n i z a ti o n. The
work he undertakes
Transportation involves mechanical engineering—engine controls on "S. S. Manhattsn"
at this time is designed to give him
ever, the necessity for specially neering, hydraulics, theory of industrial experience and to test
trained men soon became appar- structure, sanitary engineering, abilities along various lines.
ent, and so the chemical engineer structural design and engineer- While in college the student
came into being. He had evolved ing, as well as subjects allied to takes, in addition to the renot as had the other from civil these. The work of the civil engi- quired mathematical, cultural,
engineering, but from an alto- neer is important, and it is inter- and general scientific courses,
esting to note that at the present work in shop, graphics, machine
gether new type of industry.
the membership of the design, thermodynamics, metallotime
engineercivil
of
The processes
Society of Civil Engi- graphy, mechanics of machinery,
American
that
so
known,
well
fairly
are
ing
is
thousand.
fourteen
neers
mention of them here is all that
manufacturing methods, aerodyMechanical engineering devel- namics, heating and ventilating,
is necessary. The work of a civil
engineer is particularly that of oped from civil engineering in the as well as the laboratory work
structure. He designs and super- middle of the nineteenth century which accompanies the lecture
vises the construction of bridges, in response to the problems courses throughout the four
buildings, tunnels, reservoirs, which the steam engine had years.
highways, railroads, canals, and brought forth. The development
the like. The type of work in which of the steam engine has been ac- Scope of Electrical
the civil engineer is engaged de- companied by a large increase in Engineering
mands that he have imagination, the size and number of machines
An electrical engineer is deinitiative, and accuracy of in operation. This in turn brought
as one who is able to confined
that
on the factory system. The field
thought and calculation so
direct work involving the
or
duct
sound.
is
the
engineer
mechanical
of
his judgment will be
application
Special study is necessary to de- separated into three main divi- theory and practical
like that
work
His
of electricity.
velop some of th,;se traits, but to sions:
inengineer
mechanical
1. Power generation a n d of the
some extent, they must be inheroperadesign,
research,
cludes
transmission
ent. The success of the civil en2. Transportation of both tion, construction, and managegineer depends as much on his
men and goods: for ex- ment, as well as teaching or writability to handle men as it does
ample, by means of rail- ing on any of these subjects. In
on his ability to handle materials.
work,
way, marine, automobile, the practical application of elecIn preparation for his life
besides hoisting, tricity, the engineer is concerned
airplane,
adin
the civil engineer studies,
with generation, distribution, conand pumping.
conveying,
economics,
dition to English,
3. Production, which includes trol, and utilization of electrical
physics, and the like, special submachine tools as well as energy. The last term is a broad
jects such as engineering materthe final product of manu- one inasmuch as it embraces
ials, surveying, graphics, hightransportation, industrial mafacture.
way engineering, railroad engiPage 8
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chine operation, illumination,
communication by telegraphy,
telephony, and radio, electrochemistry, electrometallurgy, heating,
and measuring quantities by electrical methods including all sorts
of electrical meters and recording
devices. In addition to these
numerous divisions, there is the
use of electronic forces, such as
the X-ray, cathode ray, and the
like. In college, the electrical
engineer receives training in electrical measurements, theoretical
electricity, alternating currents,
machine design, direct current
machinery, high frequency currents, electrical problems, electrical design, alternating machinery, and the accompanying
laboratory work.
The Encyclopaedia Britannica
affords us a view of the chemical
engineer. "Chemical engineering
is defined as the branch of engineering which relates to the 'design, construction, erection, and
operation of industrial plants in
which matter undergoes a change
of state or composition.' This
definition, due to the Institute of
Chemical Engineers, is rather
broad but logical. A chemical
engineer should possess a good
general knowledge of chemistry
and physics, a special knowledge
of physical chemistry and thermodynamics, a thorough grasp of
mechanical and electrical engineering and those branches of
civil engineering which deal with
the strength of materials and the
theory of design of structures.
There is little doubt that the ma-

terial rewards of
scientific chemical
engineering
are
greater today than
in any other branch
of engineering while
its nationall importance can not be
overestimated.Since
the ultimate object
of the chemical engineer is economic
production, industrial economics and
law, business management and factory organization
must be given a
primary place in his
training. He must
be able to devise
simple and effective
methods of recording operations and
determining actual
costs, to prepare designs, specifications,
and estimates free
from ambiguity and
error, to report efficiently on any prob- Chemical engineers have developed this high-pressure apparatus
1 e m investigated,
for ammonia synthesis
and to obtain technical information readily and materials. The so-called unit procompile and index it for future cesses include flow of fluids,
transportation of fluids, flow of
use."
heat,
evaporation, drying, distillaAs in the other forms of engition,
gas absorption, extraction,
neering, the operations of chemcrystallization,
filtration, mixing,
ical engineering can be convenigrinding,
size separcrushing
and
follows
:
(1)
as
ently classified
conveying,
ation,
weighing,
and
conveyance and storage ; (2) prorefrigeration.
As
a
student
the
duction, transfer, and conservation of heat; (3) treatment of
(Continued on Page 25)

The work of a civil engineer is that of structure—Lorraine-Carnegie Bridge, Cleveland
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Why ? ? ?
Why I Chose to Become
an Electrical Engineer
Frank Mansur, e. e., '34

they have equalled any other existing method and in many cases
have surpassed all that had been
before. Even the almost sacred
field of medicine has been intruded by the electrical engineer
and his contributions have been
great and many. Just try to
imagine what it would mean to
us today if we were forced to do
without electricity. Take that
part of Southern California that
was struck by the earthquake for
an example. To be sure, the actual destruction of buildings was
the gravest material loss, yet no
reconstruction could be carried
on until electric power was again
available. The power of electricity is unlimited and needs onlY
the development of new and finer
types of machines to make it the
most universal thing in the world.
Surely when we consider that
the field of engineering touches
every possible phase of modern
life, we can consciously choose it
as a life work that renders more
than its proportionate share of
service to mankind as well as
being a fine type of work to follow. It offers all of the advantages
that one can ask for and is a field
broad enough to permit a choice
of a line of work to suit any
fancy.

various other elementary compounds.
All this seemed akin to a miracle to me and I wanted to know
more about it. At that time I decided to stud3- chemistry if
possible.
As a high school pupil I elected
to take chemistry. After taking
this course and hearing of Rose
Polytechnic's enviable record, I
decided to take chemical engineering there.
I was thoroughly satisfied with
my choice as I continued to learn
more of the subject. I soon found
out that everything is based on
chemistry, as everything is built
from the chemical elements and
chemistry is the study of the
elements and their combinations.
Chemistry and chemical engineering are exact sciences and results
can be predicted.
I found that chemical engineering is the study of applying
chemistry to industry and this
subject is beyond a doubt an essential study. Without chemistry
civilization would be far behind
its present development.
Now as a senior I feel more
than ever that the study and application of chemistry- and chemical engineering is to civilization
as life is to the human body, and
that if I had to take my work
over I would still elect to become
a chemical engineer—and that's
saying something.

0 the graduate of our colleges today are presented
the various and complicated problems of keeping
civilization moving and finding
new ways and new things to make
the world a still better place in
which to live. I once heard Kirby
Page speak on the future of our
country. The theme of his speech
was that the prime motive in
every man's life should be "to
live his life in such a way that
the world would be a better place
for his having lived in it." What
finer axiom could be used to determine the life work of a man ?
Among those who were with me
at that speech are many who are
now studying to become doctors,
ministers, lawyers and business
executives. I am the only one who
has chosen the engineering field
yet I can conscientiously say that
I expect to be able to render my
share through engineering as well
as any of them will through their
divers chosen professions. The
problems that the world presents
to an engineer are not few or
simple. The truth is that every
problem that has to be dealt with
today involves some phase of en- Why I Chose to
Become
gineering, and this is not true of
any of the other vocations. The a Chemical Engineer
modern engineer is a highly
specialized scientist who has pre- W. C. Heidenreich, ch.e./33
Why I Chose to 6e a
pared himself to tackle the many
problems that seem almost unBOUT ten years ago I Civil Engineer
solvable to the layman. Perhaps
bought a used chemical
the greatest of all of these fields
set for one dollar and
A. G. Morrison, c., '34
is that presented to the electrical
proceeded to mix all the
engineer.
chemicals together. Nothing hapN the beginning, I think it
The electrical engineers have pened—any chemical engineer
would be best to state that at
developed ways and schemes of would know that. Then I mixed
the time I was contemplating
competing with almost every calcium oxide and ammonium
entering college, I was seeking
other possible means of doing chloride and got ammonia gas. an education, not looking for an
work. In most of these cases, I also made some gunpowder and amusement place to loaf for four

T
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years, not seeking to become a
social lion, for I had learned by
experience that the person without an education in this modern
age is under a great handicap.
Five years before, I had attended a large well-known engineering university of the Middle
West for a short period of time.
in fact less than a semester, and
the experience at this school made
it clear to me that I was unfitted
for the lecture method of teaching, which is used in nearly all
large colleges. In these lectures
three or four hundred students
would be assembled in a large
room, and a professor (most of
whom were uninteresting talkers)
would give a fifty-minute talk
with out allowing time for questions; once a week this large
group was divided into classes of
about forty or fifty students who
were then given an opportunity
to ask questions about the lectures of the week before. However, the classes were conducted
not by the professor who gave
the talks, but by graduate students of the University who were,
at the same time, working for
their Master or Doctor's degree.
While most of them were competent teachers, their main interest, at that time, was not :31
teaching, but in getting their degree. No doubt many will argue
that this method of teaching
gives the student independence
and initiative, but from my experience the average freshman
in college has never been properly
trained to grasp this method of
instruction so early in his college
career and only hangs himself
with the freedom.
Therefore, I was looking for a
small engineering college where
the above objectionable features
were not present, for I was positive that if I expected to graduate,
I would need help from experienced professors who had an interest in both their subject and
their pupils. I felt this particularly strongly because I had been out
of school for several years. From
what I had heard and read, I was
sure that I could find what I
wanted at Rose. Furthermore, the
April, 19 3 3

fact that one hundred per cent of
the graduating class of 1930 secured positions, a year after the
depression had set in, and that
most of the other colleges had
trouble in finding places for any
of their graduates, made me
realize that the Rose graduate
must have that something and
extra "which other college graduates lacked." And so I became a
member of the class of '34.

Why I Did It
J. C. Skinner, m., '33
My decision to come to college
was made for me. My own case
was the typical one ; parental decision for a furthering of education demanded that some college
be chosen. My opinion was that
the college should be some large
university where curricula were
mere sidelines to the more soughtafter college life. A university
whose standing was computed by
its grandeur and athletic prowess
was to be my choice.
Two years of anticipation
passed before there were any
signs of deviation from this path,
and it was only three months before the opening of school that
my application for admission was
withdrawn from the large university and transferred to Rose
Polytechnic Institute. I had been
invited to visit Rose several times,
but my decision was so firmly engrained that I did not wish to
participate in one of the inspection trips to Rose. Finally when
a very clo3e friend, a Rose graduate, suggested that he merely
bring me to Rose on a pleasure
jaunt, I assented.
The main piece de resistance
that was given to me in his Rose
sales talk was the matter of individual instruction. Previously I
had never given much thought to
a school's faculty. In visits to
other schools I had been deeply
impressed with large well-outfitted laboratories, huge outlays
in what the industrial man terms
"plant and equipment," but this
talk did not savor of just what

this or that machine would do.
Rather it seems to me that the
entire visit consisted in meeting
a score or so of men. It developed
that these men were the faculty.
Each accosted my friend by name,
asked about his welfare, and generally disclosed a very precise
knowledge of my friend. I had
not dreamed that in the course
of ten years so many intimate details of a man's college life would
be remembered by his former
teachers. It was this item of personal contact that really clinched
my decision.
The single visit on that day
proved to be the turning point
in my higher education. It was
only a short time later that I
deviated still further from all
family traditions and entered
Rose on the Mechanical Engineering course. There was every reason why I should do this, but by
departing from the family traditions I had anticipated that I
might become a friendless waif.
Since then I have learned that all
of the classes at Rose are filled
with men who are more friendly
than at any other school that I
have ever visited. As a senior on
the Mechanical course, I feel that
this is more particularly true in
this department than in any of
the others, but this opinion may
be prejudiced.
The Mechanical Department at
Rose offers a very fine education
in the groundwork of one of the
broadest engineering fields. The
alumni body attests this fact. My
own experience is that a college
offers only a groundwork ; the
highly specialized training in
particular branches of engineering comes to a man only in his
chosen field of industry.
If it were a question of choosing either school or course again,
I should not hesitate to follow
again the course that I have already followed through my four
years at Rose.
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3irt Bentortarn
Rose Polytechnic Institute and
its alumni suffered an irreparable
loss when Professor John B.
Peddle, for thirty-nine years professor of machine design, died
April 6. He had been ill for two
years following a paralytic stroke.
Professor Peddle was graduated from Rose in 1888, became a
member of the faculty in 1894,
and subsequently received the degrees of M.S. and M.E. from the
Institute. That he was active as
well as expert in his chosen field
is indicated by the fact that he
was a member of the American
Society of Mechanical EnAineers,
the Indiana Academy of Science,
and Tau Beta Pi. He also served
for a time as the acting president
of the Institute and was a member of several committees of the
faculty.
The field of photography, and
particularly of color photography,
was Professor Peddle's hobby. Indeed, it was he who was responsible for the founding of the Rose
Camera Club.
All those who came in contact
with him knew him as a generous,
modest, sympathetic, and kindly
gentleman, and will miss him
even more as a friend than as
a professor.
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Engineering as a Profession

The depression has been particularly severe to industry, and
as a result the outlook for present
graduates is none too inviting.
Engineers are not the only ones
affected however. In fact the man
with a sound technical training
has a much better chance for
employment now' than the one
who entered college for a fouryear vacation and then proposed
to sell bonds for a living, or the
high school graduate who went
to work when he might have continued to college, on the theory
that a job in the hand is worth
two prospects in the future.
An engineering course is never
claimed to be a "pipe" but the
drudgery and grinding required
are exaggerated. To some liberal
arts students the engineer's
schedule seems forbidding, but
few truly honest technical students will claim that they are
driven beyond their capacity.
If you are still undecided about
next year or the future, investigate engineering a little more
thoroughly, and also Rose Polytechnic Institute. A catalog and
any information you wish will be
sent you on request to the
Registrar.

OME high school students
have definite plans for college education, formulated
by themselves or their parents. Others vaguely intend to
"go to college'„ where, or to study
what, they do not know. As the
end of the year approaches,
seniors especially should be interested in this matter and to
them these few words are addressed.
The romance of engineering
has been given much publicity.
Engineering achievements always make good newspaper items
if they are "colossal," "startling,"
"stupendous," or "mysterious,"
and the accounts of them give the
impression that the engineer is
always doing big things. Of
course, this is not true. Colossal,
startling, and interesting events
do occur, but they are not universal. A great deal of laborious,
commonplace work is done, often
even morel important than the
headline news. Engineering is interesting but it is not a continuous sideshow of marvels.
Much data are available proving the financial returns from an
engineering education. Actual
figures need not be given here. Conversation
Suffice it to say that although enThe art of conversation, much
gineering is not a "get-richbemoaned as a "lost art," is really
quick" profession, it does pay.
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not so much lost as it is seriously
altered. Few people are often at
a loss for subjects of discussion,
the question is merely are these
subjects as worthwhile as those
in vogue when conversation was
truly a fine art.
A little harmless and scientific
eavesdropping on student groups
is revealing. Several people talk
at once, but when it is all boiled
down, very little has been said.
Platitudes fill the air. Most laboratory reports and quiz papers
show the disorganized state of
the students' formal thinking,
and it is even more evident in
informal conversation when his
mind is working faster and supposedly synchronized with his
tongue or a little ahead. Formal
speaking is so- much worse that
it need not be considered here
beyond the evidence of lack of
analytical thinking when a student makes a talk or public announcement.
In a few cases, objective consideration of what he is saying
makes a student so flustered that
he becomes unintelligible, but in
most cases a little reflection upon
the idea which he is trying to convey will aid him greatly.
It would be undesirable to return to the old subjects of conversation which flourished in midVictorian parlors, but some attention to the treatment of modern subjects will aid in restoring
discourse to its rightful position
as an art.

Alcohol in Gasoline?
The newspapers are filled with
plans to cure the farmers' woes
by putting alcohol in gasoline for
use as a motor fuel. The huge
amount of alcohol required would
be made from corn or other grain,
thus furnishing the farmer a
market. As an afterthought,
some consideration has been
given the technical advantages of
this blended fuel.
Expert opinion is unsettled as
to its value. Some claim more
mileage, more and smoother
power, at only slightly greater
cost. Others say that the cost will
be materially increased by even
a ten per cent mixture of alcohol,
and that there will be obtained no
April, 1 9 3 3
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more power but greatly increased
engine wear and corrosion.
Extensive tests are being made
in northern Illinois through
actual commercial distribution
and use which should settle these
questions, but there are other
points to be considered. Some
conservation of our petroleum
stores would result, but the
danger of exhausting the supply
has been proved very slight, so
this argument carries less weight
than it would have carried some
years ago.
The gasoline manufacturers
are making loud protests on
grounds of reduced profits, but
they may have better reasons.
The proposed plan would necessitate huge investment in industrial
alcohol plants. These would probably not be operated by petroleum refiners and this dual ownership would result in increased
costs, just as if ordinary gasoline
required blending of products of
two competing companies.
The increased cost to the
motoring world might be considered a form of emergency tax to
help out the farmer but if the
plan is to be carried out on a
broad scale, it cannot be a temporary measure. The investments required will necessitate
continuance for years, and before
some new alternative is suggested the country will find that
their farm "relief" has been anything but economically sound.
We may have found a valuable
plan, but immediate acceptance

is not wise. More time for test,
thought, and consideration must
be allowed before we start to
"help the farmer" in this way.

Potash
The United States probably
comes as near being an independent country as to raw materials,
as any country in the world.
There are a few raw products,
however, that must be imported,
one of the most important of
which is potash, so necessary as a
fertilizer. In case of war we
would encounter serious difficulties in meeeting our demands,
and would be forced to such
emergency measures as were required in the last war, when most
unprofitable sources were worked.
We have successfully substituted
phosphate for potash to a large
extent, but complete substitution
is impossible. We must have
potash.
It now appears that we will
soon be independent on this score,
too. A shaft sunk recently near
Carlsbad, New Mexico, has
touched a very promising deposit
and another is under construetion. By 1934 these sources are
expected to supply all our needs.
The more self-sufficient we become, the more difficult it is for
foreign nations to pay us our
debts, especially those famous
war debts, but also the more seeurely prepared do we become
for an emergency.
J. D. McN.
['Age 13

ALUMNI
Edited by Richard K. Toner, ch. e., '34

the realization of the impossibility of finding another who will
have so many rare and rich
George Kelsall is with qualities."
the Bell Telephone LabThe Technic believes it fitting
oratories in New York. that the students and alumni of
Mr. Brosman, with Rose should be reminded of the
of Mr. Sames. Therefore,
the Bell Telephone Co., work
we
are
reprinting a short biohas been transferred
graphy of him.
to Indianapolis.
Charles MacCaughey SameS

Here and There with
the grads

'06
'29

Assembly

On March 9 during the regular
assembly period, Mr. Harry G.
Brownell spoke to the students regarding the first days of Rose.
Mr. Brownell was one of the first
class to graduate from Rose, not
counting those three who had
previously entered from other
schools and had therefore graduated one year earlier. The occasion was the celebration of the
fiftieth anniversary of the founding of Rose Polytechnic Institute.
Mr. Brownell's talk consisted of
descriptions of the faculty, students, and courses of the Rose of
yesterday.

Obituary
it is the sad duty of the Technic
to record the death of Charles
Sames, one of the first graduates
of Rose. Mr. Sames' death occurred in New York on March 8.
Funeral services were held March
10 at the Bergen Reformed
Church in Jersey City. Mr.
George Stetson who is in charge
of the publications of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, writes of Mr. Sames:
"He made a very real contribution to engineering literature,
which we here appreciate more
keenly than any others because of
our long association with him and
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Charles MacCaughey Sames,
since 1916 associate editor of The
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, New York, N. Y., died
very suddenly at his residence,
the Hotel Robert Fulton, New
York City, on March 8, 1933.
Mr. Sames was born on May
12, 1866, at Rockford, Ill. He
was the son of Peter and Mary E.
(MacCaughey) Sames. Matriculating at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Mr. Sames soon
transferred to the newly formed
Rose Polytechnic Institute at
Terre Haute, Ind., from which
he was graduated, in 1886, with
the degree of Bachelor of Science.
Following graduation, Mr.
Sames came east and entered the
Thomson-Houston Electric Company, Lynn, Mass., where he
worked as a draftsman and in the
testing department under Professor Elihu Thomson. In 1887
he returned to his native town to
enter business with his father,
Peter Sames, who was a manufacturer of agricultural implements. He continued in the business until 1900 when he entered
upon his editorial career.
During his manufacturing experience, at first as superintendent and from 1894 to 1900 as
business manager, Mr. Sames was
in responsible charge of all designing of jigs, fixtures, and

special tools, and the repair and
alteration of the buildings, power
plant, and machinery. He also designed and built various special
machines and labor-saving devices, such as gang boring machines, eye benders, and other
metal-forming tools, and a line of
small direct-current generators.
Mr. Same's first venture in
literary and editorial work was
the compilation and editing of a
"Pocket Book of Mechanical Engineering," published in 1905 and
republished in its fourth edition
in 1911. This "pocket book" included valuable data gleaned from
publications in foreign language
and for that reason not available
to the average engineer.
In 1906 he was editor of book
publications of the Engineering
News Publishing Company, New
York. From 1907 to 1913 he
acted as associate editor of "Technical Literature," and its successors "The Engineering Digest"
and "Industrial Engineering," in
which his experience as a designer, manufacturer, and editor
of a "pocket book" provided him
with an unusually comprehensive
background.
Returning to the work of
editing hand books, Mr. Sames,
from 1913 to 1916 assisted Professor Lionel S. Marks, of Harvard, in the preparation of
Marks' "Mechanical Engineers'
Handbook."
In July, 1916, Mr. Sames joined
the staff of The American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, New
York, N. Y., as associate editor, a
position which he held until his
death. His talents were employed
on the Society's "Journal," now
known as "Mechanical Engineering," and on the editing of engineering and technical papers for
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the "Transactions" of the Society.
Bringing to this work a broad
and comprehensive knowledge of
the theory and practice of the
profession of mechanical engineering and an extraordinary experience in the editing of engineering literature, Mr. Sames
gave the publications of the
Society a deserved reputation for
high quality and accuracy.
On December 20, 1899, Mr.
Sames married Lida Oliphant
Falkinburgh, of Jersey City, who
survives him. He was a member
of The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, of Sons of
the Revolution, New York, and of
several clubs, including the Carteret and University Clubs of
Jersey City, N. J. He was a Protestant and a Republican.

We adcl to
our Roll of Honor

George

R.

Putman
ANY events in one's life
depend in part on chance,
and this is true of my
going to an engineering
college. I had studied law for a
few months, but means were not
available to send me to college,
and I then worked in a railroad
office. My brother St. Clair had
gone to an engineering school in
Indiana, and graduated in its
first class. With what I had saved

M
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and could borrow, I also went to
Terre Haute, and with tutoring
was able to enter the sophomore
class of the Rose Polytechnic.
That I was by that time older
than the average bothered me
some, but it turned out to be
rather an advantage. I had no
particular background for engineering or science, but had at
home some educational advantage
in that my father was an ardent
collector of books, and I was
brought up in an atmosphere of
good reading. Study came rather
easy to me, and I looked on examinations as a sort of competitive game, which I presume accounts for my being awarded the
Heminway medal on graduation.
In later years Stevens Institute
gave me an honorary D.Sc. degree.
The retiring President of the
Institute asked me to come to
Washington, and I entered the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, of
which he was then the head. My
pay was riduculously low, even
for those days. The life appealed
to me at that age, though it was
not what I had looked forward
to. I remained in that service
twenty years to a day. Half a
dozen articles in the Technic in
those years tell of my work, or
rather mostly of my adventures.
I had a number of special details,
including duty on the Mexican
and Alaskan boundary surveys
and other determinations of
position by astronomical means,
on the survey of the Pribilof
Islands, and of the mouths of the
Yukon River. I took furlough
for a few months and went with
an exploring expedition to
Greenland. I went out to the
Philippines in 1900, and organized the coast surveys, and for
over five years was Director. A
special investigation assigned to
me some years earlier was the
determination of gravity, using
apparatus designed by Dr. T. C.
Mendenhall. A transcontinental
series of gravity observations
was made by me in 1894, including a station at Terre Haute,
and I had the assistance at many
of the stations of Charles Mendenhall, '94. These results with
the reduction method then de-

veloped, gave the first consistent
numerical evidence of the equilibrium of the earth's crust, now
well-known as the theory of
isostasy.
On my return from Manila I
had charge of the chart work of
the Survey for a while, and prepared a plan, which was adopted,
for the simplification of the
charts of the coasts of the United
States. In 1910 I was asked to
carry out the reorganization of
the lighthouse work of the United
States, under a new law, and was
appointed Commissioner of Lighthouses. That was nearly 23 years
ago, and I have been in charg(
since. This is the most extensive
lighthouse service in the world,
and it is a most interesting government activity. In administration I have been particularly concerned with keeping the Service
out of politics, in avoiding undue
growth and centralization in
Washington, in improving the
condition of the personnel, and
in economy wherever not detrimental. There have been opportunities for important technical
advances during these years, as
for example the development of
the use of radio, the improvement
of the lighting of buoys, the increased use of electricity, and the
introduction of diesel engines on
vessels. I have been particularly
interested in the installation of a
system of radiobeacons, and have
published a small booklet on this
subject. I have also written a
book on lighthouses and another
on nautical charts. Just now I
am working on the introduction
of a plan of distinguishing flashes
for buoys having different purposes, a system of radio warning
signals between vessels for the
avoidance of collision, and on the
problem of international uniformity of buoyage.
My life for a number of years
was not conducive to home building, but now with the help of a
good wife and two daughters I am
fortunate in having a home in
Washington, and an old summer
place in Vermont.
Dare to be true. Nothing can
need a lie ; A fault, which needs it
most, grows two thereby.—G. H.
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Research and
Progress
Edited by R. H. Swoboda, ch. e., '33
tube of new design described to
the American Physical Society by
Cyrus A. Poole.
The new tube operates on
800,000 volts furnished by a system of cascaded electrical transformers. It embodies a transmission anode and it is the first
X-ray tube to operate on constant
potential direct current at this
high voltage.

Skeeter Decoys

Neutrons, Elementary
Particles
According to the conclusions
reached by Dr. Franz N. Kurie
working in the Sloane Physics
Laboratory, Yale, the neutron is
not a mere close combination of
electron and proton acting like a
fundamental particle of nature,
but it actually is an elementary
particle itself.
Dr. Chadwick of Cambridge,
England, discovered the neutron
last year and held it to be an electrical neutral combination of the
more familiar electron and proton existing in structure either
like a dumbbell, with a positive
and negative charge separated by
a small distance with their effects
cancelled ; or as two concentric
spheres, one charged oppositely
from the other.
Dr. Kurie's experiments with
the neutrons do not confirm
either of these structures and he
believes that the neutron is not
built according to any theory advanced thus far. He concludes
that the neutron is an elementary
particle possessing an individuality and discrete qualities as do
Page 16

the electron and the proton.
Dr. Kurie performed his experiments with a Wilson cloud
chamber, a device which makes
visible the track of a swift-moving proton somewhat as an aviator can see the wake of a boat
which is itself too small to be
seen.
Of the thousands of neutrons
which pour through the chamber
each second but which cannot be
seen since they do not disturb
the molecules of the gas within,
one neutron occasionally hits a
proton, the nucleus of a nitrogen
atom. This proton, carrying an
electrical charge, disturbs the
molecules in the chamber and
leaves a track which Dr. Kurie
photographed. By measuring the
angles at which protons are
ejected from these nitrogen
atoms, he arrived at his theory.

Remember the old story about
the polite mosquito that just before settling down for a long
summer bite, gets into your good
graces by palming herself off on
you as a relative ? Remember how
she keeps up buzzing the word
cousin ? Well, that very song of
the mosquito is going to help get
rid of hordes of the mosquito
tribe.
While working around a large
electric furnace a man observed
that the hum set up by the current attracted thousands of male
Control Tower of Allegheny Airport

Great X-Ray Tube
X-Rays as intense as all the
radium in the world could produce and of a penetration and
frequency equal to that of radium's gamma rays have been produced from a new porelain
insulated, grounded anode X-ray
The Rose Technic

mosquitoes, who evidently mistook the furnace hum for the call
of the "female of the species,"
and were consequently cooked in
the sizzling air over the furnace.
From this discovery has come a
small machine for reproducing
the hum of the female mosquito
electrically, to lure the unsuspecting male to his death.
Of course, you wouldn't like to
have an electric furnace sitting
around the house just to produce
a temperature of 3,000 degrees
Fahrenheit for the express purpose of roasting male mosquitoes,
so the hum is made by a little
electromagnet not much larger
than an ashtray. Once the skeeters are attracted, endless ways
can be devised to render them
permanently inactive. A commer-

impressive replica
of the locomotive
from which it was
patterned.
The Pennsylvania
passenger locomotives of this type
weighing 375,000
pounds have a continuous rating of
3,750 horsepower at
63 miles per hour,
and have a maximum speed of 90
Main Building of Airport
miles per h o u r.
Designed to handle 14 steel Pull- lamps. A compass and wind inman cars between New York and dicator also aid the operator in
Washington and 16 Pullmans be- directing planes. The circuits
tween New York and Philadel- are so arranged that each landing
phia, they represent the latest direction is indicated automaticdesigns in railway transporta- ally by rows of lights each side
tion.
of the runway.

Modern

Airport

The lighting and
traffic control of the
Allegheny County
Airport, Pittsburgh,
embodies the best in
engineering practice
making landing as
safe at night as at
noon. The lighting
and control, planned
by engineers of the
Westinghouse ElecModel Locomotive for Century of Progress
tric and Manufacturing Company makes
cial type of mosquito decoy and dispatching effective and quick
destroyer makes use of a poison- and enhances the appearance of
ous vapor. It will be placed on the field as well. Floodlighting acthe market early this summer centuates the architectural beauty
just in time for the new crop of of the administration building
mosquitoes.
which in itself attracts much attention from the airport passPennsylvania Locomotive
engers.
The dispatching station is lofor Worlds Fair
cated in the control tower atop
Accurate in every detail, this the administration building. The
model of the latest Pennsylvania handling of continuous traffic
Electric passenger locomotive necessitates this centrally located
will be displayed at the Century control where the operator may
of Progress at Chicago. Built to direct traffic and outline the aira scale of 1:15 each piece is made port for incoming planes, thereby
by hand with the precision of promoting safety and helping the
tools. It is one foot in height, aviator. With this centralized
eight inches in width and four control, all lighting equipment on
feet two inches in length and is the field is directed by the dismade principally of sheet steel, patcher in the observation room.
rolled steel and brass. Only two
There a control desk is equipped
cast parts are used, the driver with a complete outline of the
wheels and couplings. Brushed field with pilot lamps marking
and lacquer finish make it a very the beacons, markers, and signal
April, 1933

Stopping a Slide
(Continued from Page 6)

keeping the joints staggered until the pipe had been extended to
a point beyond the center line of
the track. Extensive drill holes
were made to determine the location of neighboring water pockets, then by projecting laterals,
varying from six to eighteen feet
in length, from the 36 inch pipe
horizontaly, vertically and at
various angles, all the water
pockets within 18 feet were
drained. In fifty days after this
36 inch pipe was started being
jacked into place very close to
200,000 gallons of water had been
drained out through it alone.
Section B, which is the pipe
shown at the left end of operations, was worked in a different
manner. The fill being only about
ten feet high, an open trench was
dug close up to the track and an
18 inch pipe laid. From here a
30 inch pipe was jacked through
under the track and connected
to a 12 inch pipe to serve as an
outlet to the other side of the
fill. The main purpose of this
section is to intercept surface
water before it gets to the lower
and larger pockets drained by
Sections C and D are similar
to each other as they both consist
(Continued on Page 25)
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Campus
Activities
Edited by J. A. Ritter, m., '34

Who was it ?
VER since the beginning of
civilization there have been
certain individuals who
have taken property which
did not belong to them. As the
complexity of society increased,
laws were enacted for the punishment of the culprit if he was
caught. In many cases, the punIn this country it has been a
generally accepted theory that
education is the best method of
decreasing crime, therefore in
college circles we expect a minimum of law breaking. All the
more do we deplore therefore
that the students of Rose have
come under suspicion due to -the
burglaries around the school on
two different occasions. Although
there is no definite proof, still all
the evidence points to the fact
that some one of the student body
is guilty. Something is radically
wrong when a student of an institution for higher education does
not have the proper respect for
someone else's property.
On the night of 1VIarch 3 there
was a basketball game in the gym,
while elsewhere in the building a
debate was being held. The next
morning it was discovered that
some one had entered Mr. Gray's
office by breaking the glass in the
door and stolen seven dollars
from a drawer in his desk. The
book store had been entered, both
doors opened without breaking
locks or glass, and twenty dollars
taken. The thief had also broken

E
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into Mr. Pine's office but luckily
no money had been left within
their reach. He was likewise unsuccessful in his search of the
cases in the physics laboratory.
Then on March 21st the school
was again burglarized. On this
occasion Tau Beta Pi had its
pledge examination in the school
at 7:30 P. M. The thief at this
time opened the safe in Dr.
White's office, in the chemistry
lab, and took platinum crucibles
and evaporating dishes valued at
$150. Both times the sheriff was
called out to school, and maintained that it was an inside job.
Due to the facts that on both occasions there were student meetings somewhere in the building,
that only someone who was
familiar with the building, and
who knew where the money and
valuable articles were kept, could
have been the burglar, someone
in the student body in all probability is the guilty person.
Finger prints on the safe have
been taken and the Student Council is endeavoring to narrow down
the field of suspicion and if possible discover the guilty man.

over the local radio station
WBOW. Sometime in the next
few weeks the Glee Club expects
to present programs to the various high schools throughout the
town and the vicinity of Terre
Haute.
On April 22nd the Glee Club is
to go to Indianapolis to attend
the First Indiana Intercollegiate
Choral Festival which is being
organized by Mr. Max Krone of
the Arthur Jordan Conservatory
of Music. Twelve men and a guest
sophrano are to present two numbers to the assembly and then
join in the mass singing with the
other Clubs present. Later after
the concert a dance is to be held
for all those who desire to attend,

Glee Clu6

A. I. E. E.

A. S. M. E.
All arrangements had been
made to take an all-day trip down
through the rock fields of Bedford and to make an inspection
trip through one of the stone
quarries and crushing plants, but
due to the fact that the White
river had overflowed its banks
and the roads were impassable,
the trip was postponed.

The first meeting took place
During the past months the
2nd with 21 members
March
Glee Club has been practicing
Mr. Gerald Reece read a
present.
faithfully under the personal di"Electronic Music"
paper
entitled
It
rection of Mr. Clyde Bennett.
the operations of
explained
which
present
the
is thought that at
by which muscircuit
an
electrical
far
sufficiently
is
time the work
advanced to sing for programs. ical tones are produced. A paper
(Continued on Page 26)
Already the Club has broadcast
The Rose Technic

Fraternities

Alpha Tau Omega
Rough week for
the new pledges
took place over
the week-end of
Apri16-9,just following the close
of the mid-term
examinations. Activities began at
the house on the evening of
Thursday, April 6, and were
terminated by a hike on the following Saturday night. About
twenty pledges took rough week
this year.

Alpha Chi Sigma

the Elks' Club April 15. Dr.
Prentice was the principal speaker of the evening.

Theta Kappa Nu

0
9-7

Indiana Gamma held its pledge
dance February
Theta Xi
24, at the chapter
house with all the
Kappa of Theta
pledges present.
Xi held its annual
The music was furnished by
Pledge Dance at
Bernie Hayworth and his Hoosier
the Chapter house Collegians. The
chaperones for
on Saturday, the occasion were Mr. and Mrs.
March 4. The O. L. Stock, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Fraternity h a d G. Hoel, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
as its guests; Dr. Osmer and Mr. and Mrs. E.
and Mrs. White, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Watkins. An open house
Gray, Captain Stevenson, Miss has been held every two weeks
Mahley, and Lieut. and Mrs. Sul- since, and others will occur bilivan. The music was furnished weekly the remainder of the
by Jack O'Grady and his Varsity school term.
Entertainers.

It is with pleasure that Iota announces that due
Tau Beta Pi
to the activities
Sigma Nu
of the chapter
during the past
The annual
Indiana Beta of
year, it has been
state dance is to
Tau Beta Pi is
recom mended
be held April 15
pleased to announce
that this chapter be placed on the
i n Indianapolis
the initiation of J.
roll of very satisfactory chapters.
with the copoeraRobert Motz, RichOn the Wednesday following
tion of the five
ard K. Toner, and
mid-terms the members and
Indiana chapters
Maurice Tucker of
pledges were entertained by Dr. of Sigma Nu. Beta Upsilon
of
the junior class. The
Wiedemann of Terre Haute. Dr. Sigma Nu is planning to
attend
initiation was held
Wiedemann is a world traveller this dance of all dances in
a body.
at the Elks' Club,
and the program which he preA Dad's dinner was held at the Thursday, March 23, followed by
sented to the chapter was most in- chapter house on
Thursday, the initiation banquet. President
teresting.
March 23. A large number of Prentice talked to the chapter
Iota entertained Mr. Marvin the dads were present, including concerning the intellectual rank
Rogers, our district counsellor, Professor McCormick, the chap- of engineering students, comand Mr. John Kuebler, Grand ter advisor, and an enjoyable pared to students in other
Recorder, at a banquet given at "session" was had by all.
branches of learning.
April, 1 9 3 3
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SPORTS
Edited 6y Harry Richardson, m., '35

all of the teams that they played.
Summaries of the final three
games.

Civil A vs Civil B

Allellmorw
Civil A's Win Title
OSE ended its intramural
basketball season on Wednesday afternoon, March 8,
when the Civil A's defeated
A's in the final
Mechanical
the
game of the year. The Civil A
team deserved to win. They
played ten games throughout the
season and lost only one game.
This game was lost to the Mechanical A team, who finished
second in the final standings.
The initial tryout of an intramural basketball season at Rose
has been voted a huge success,
and there are sure to be more of
them. Coach Brown deserves a
big hand for the part he played
during the season as chief instigator and head referee.
The three games that were
played in the final playoff were
certainly well-played games. All
three of the teams that were in
the finals, the Civil A's, the Civil
B's, and the Mechanical A's, had
exceptional teams that outclassed

R
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The game started out fast.
Fisher missed for the A's and
Moore missed for the B's. The
ball was carried up and down the
floor for several minutes with
both teams missing several shots.
Morrison made the first score of
the game when he made a shot
from in front of the basket. Hufford then drove under the basket
for another double decker for the
B's. Johnson then held Colburn,
who made the first score for the
A's, when he connected from the
charity stripe. The A's substituted a full team of Hess, Butler,
Eyke, Mayrose, and Brinkman.
The game was marred somewhat
by the fact that both teams were
missing a number of easy shots.
Hess made a one-handed shot
from the side to make the first
basket for the A's. Morrison came
right back with a pretty shot
from the edge of the foul circle
to make the score 6-3 in favor of
the B's. Mayrose fouled Hufford
under the basket and Hufford
made one of his two free throws.
Engle went in for Hufford, and
then Moore added another point
to the B's score when he connected with a free throw after
being fouled by Brinkman. Mayrose then pivoted from the foul
line and made a neat one-handed
shot from the side for A's. Hess
added another two pointer when
he followed in a long shot and
tipped in the rebound. Hess came
under the basket for another shot,
but Morrison fouled him, and
Hess made a charity toss. Mayrose made a shot from the edge
of the foul circle, and then Hess
again connected to make the score
14-8 in favor of the A's. Brink-

man scored for the A's as the
half ended with the score standing at 16-8.
Thompson went in at the center position for the B's, and,
after the ball had changed hands
several times, Fisher connected
from the side. Thompson dribbled
under the basket to score for the
B's, and Johnson added two more
points when he took the ball off
the bankboard and sunk a set-up
shot. Thompson was held by McEowen, and he converted the foul
into a score. Hess took a pass
from Fisher and connected for
the A's. Butler took a pass from
Fisher as he was going under the
basket and made a neat sucker
shot. "Red" Richardson dribbled
under and converted. The A's
were finally beginning to look like
the team that they were. The poor
passing of the B's helped the A's
considerably. Moore and Hufford
entered the game for the B's, and
Eyke went in for the A's. Butler
broke up a dribble and passed to
"Red" way down the floor for another two-pointer. Moore ripped
down the floor and made a pretty
shot for the B's. "Red" connected
for the A's from outside, and then
took a pass from Fisher to score
again. This made the score stand
at 26-15 in favor of the A's. Hufford missed a foul shot after being fouled by Eyke, and then
Fisher got the ball from out-ofbounds and connected. The B's
flashed a pretty bit of team work
and Moore connected on a pass
from Morrison. The A's took
time out. Both teams rushed up
and down the floor for several
minutes with both teams missing
several shots. A full team was
substituted for the A's consisting
of DeWitt, Heck, Mayrose, McEo wen, and Colburn. Engle went
in the game for the B's. Hufford
made the final score of the game
when he drove under the basket
The Rose Technic

for two points.
This game was well played and
it could be easily seen that the
best team won. The final score
was 32-19 in favor of the A's.

U. S. No 40 Cut-

Off

Lineup and Summaries:
Civil A-32
Fisher, F
Mayrose, F.
Colburn, F.
Butler, F.
Heck, C.
Hess, C.
Richardson, G.
Brinkman, G.
DeWitt, G.
Eyke, G.
McEowen,

F.G. F.T. P.F.
0
3
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
0
0
0
4
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

Totals
Civil B-19
Johnson, F
Morrison, F.
Engle, C
Hufford, C
Thompson, C.
Moore, G.
Yates, G
Bard, G.

4
15
2
P.F.
F.T.
F.G.
2
0
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
2
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
—
—
—
8
3
4

Totals

—

Mechanical A's vs Civil B's
Both teams rushed the ball up
and down the floor to start off the
game. Wilson drew first blood
when he connected from outside
the foul circle for the Mechanicals. A minute later Johnson
evened the count as he made a
field goal from the foul circle.
Gillette took the ball on the next
tip-off and dribbled half the
length of the floor to sink one
from outside. Gillette scored
again a minute later when he
drove under the basket for a neat
shot. Hilgeman took a long pass
and went under the basket, but
Johnson blocked the shot with
a perfect block. Wilson, however,
followed in and scored on the reTerhorst ripped one
bound.
through the meshes from the foul
circle to make the score 10-2 in
favor of the Mechanicals. Yates
scored for the Civils when he
made a pretty tip-in shot, and a
minute later he scored again, this
time from way out on the floor.
"Bull" Richardson, Cushman, and
Larman entered the game for the
Mechanicals at this stage of the
game. Morrison connected with a
follow-in shot, and then Wilson
drooled one in to boost the
(Continued on Page 22)
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By Loren Thompson, a.,'34
N the economic comparison of
the various possible highway
locations, there must be consideration not only of those
costs that accrue on account of
the highway, but also of those
costs that accrue on account of
the vehicle and passengers. These
are actually interrelated and often
vary together. The total cost, or
true costs, of highway transportation is the sum of vehicle and
highway costs. Highway costs
can readily be determined, but to
ascertain vehicle costs when these
vehicles are under the operation
of thousands of individuals, most
of whom do not keep expense
records, has seemed next to impossible.
To arrive at a probable or a
reasonable average vehicle operating cost would require the
gathering of a large amount of
data on each type of car and also
a consideration of the local conditions affecting that traffic, such
as topographical conditions, character of highway surface, and
many other conditions of service.
Since numerous records are not
available, the student of this subject must use the small information at hand.
Iowa State College made a survey of vehicle costs and reported
the results in a bulletin entitled
"Automobile Operating Cost and
Mileage Studies." The bulletin
presents the operating costs of

I

A

over 1500 cars, the records for
which were submitted by individual Iowa owners and by various
state highway departments. These
operating costs varied from six
to fifteen cents per mile. Therefore it isn't unreasonable to assume a mileage cost of nine cents
for the average vehicle mile for
passenger cars as Mr. Johannesson does in his book entitled
"Highway Economics." This average cost is based upon a yearly
mileage of 10,000 miles. Mr.
Johannesson also assumes an
average cost of 32 cents per mile
for the operating cost of all trucks
and busses.
It is the purpose of this article
to apply the above results in an
economic consideration of the relocation of the United States road
No. 40 between Terre Haute and
West Terre Haute.
Prior to the relocation, all
through traffic had to make two
right angle turns and also pass
through the business section of
West Terre Haute. The new location gives a straight route
through West Terre Haute, avoiding the business section and
(most important), saves approximately two-tenths of a mile in
distance traversed.
By a traffic count conducted by
the Indiana State Highway Commission on Tuesday, Aug. 23rd,
1932, it was found that a total of
(Continued on Page 22)
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enough money will be available
to replace the pavement, also the
(Continued from Page 21)
annual maintenance cost at $2601.
1738 passenger and 488 commer- per mile must be included.
cial vehicles used this pavement. Interest per annum:
$47,847.58 x 0.04—$1,913.90
On another day, Sunday, Aug.
28th, 1932, it was found that 2750 Sinking Fund:
$16,330.76 x 0.03358182=548.42
passenger and 176 commercial
vehicles used this part of the Maintenance Cost:
$260.00 (0.786 + 0.567)=351.78
highway. It has been found that
Sunday gives the peak conditions
$2,814.10
Total annual cost
of traffic and that Tuesday is a
good week-day average. There- Gross Annual Saving_...$24,878.40
2814.10
fore, to find the average number Annual Cost
of cars per day:
Net Annual Saving____$22,064.30
1 x 2750= 2750
x
1738=10428
6
This net annual saving is due
7 I 13178
to the saving in distance traveled.
1883
This gives 1,883 as the average Other Elements of Saving
number of passenger cars per day.
There are other elements of
1 x 176= 176
such as that due to the
saving
6 x 488=2928
of the time required to
shortening
7 I 3194
West Terre Haute.
travel
through
443
This
is
saving
especially true of
This gives an average of 443
Mr. Johancommercial
vehicles.
busses and trucks per day.
nesson in "Highway Economics"
assumes the average value of 1.47
Relative Distances
cents per truck minute. He arThe distance of travel for the rives at this cost per truck minold location is 0.786 miles, while ute by figuring what portion of
that for the new location is 0.567 1. From Indiana State Highway remiles, or a saving of 0.219 miles. ports.
2. The amount desposited per annum
Using the average mileage cost at
4% interest that will accumulate to
for passenger vehicles of 9 cents $1 in 20 years.
gives a total saving of $13,545.15 the cost per truck mile is due to
per year.
the element of time. Thus he arrives at a cost of 21.22 cents per
1883 x 0.219 x 0.09 x 365-mile, due to the time. (The items
$13,545.15
The total saving for commercial included are driver's wages, invehicles at 32 cents per mile terest, taxes, supervision and
Then on a
overhead, etc.)
would be $11.333.25.
traveled
distance
yearly
of
365=
basis
x
0.32
x
443 x 0.219
of 10,000 miles, (for higher value
$11,333.25
the mileage cost would be less$13,545.15 + 11,333.25=
ened) the annual operating cost
$24,878.40
Therefore there is a saving of chargeable to time would be
approximately $24,787.40 per year $2,122. Assuming 300 eight hour
due to the saving in distance working days per year, the cost
per minute would be $2,122÷(300
traveled alone.
8 x 60)=1.47 cents.
x
The total cost of the relocation
June,
Also the safety factor enters
will be (when completed in
includes
This
in since there will be two right
1933) $47,847.58.
$16,330.76
grading,
angle turns eliminated, one of
$27,516.82 for
and
paving,
of
which is in the business section.
cost
estimated
and
way
of
At first glance this annual
right
for
$4,000
saving of $22,064.30 to the vehicle
special material for fill.
The annual cost of the reloca- operators seems somewhat large.
tion would be the investment at but if one considers that over
4% interest plus the sinking fund one-fourth the traveled distance
required, so that at the end of or 0.219 miles is saved and con20 years (20 years being the siders further the operating costs
average life of a pavement) and number of cars using the
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highway, the saving will seem to
be a reasonable one. The assumed
mileage costs might be high, but
the values are as near the average
cost as the data for their determination will afford. Even if
the mileage costs were reduced a
fraction, the project would still
show a substantial saving and
pay for itself many times over.

Sports
(Continued from Page 21)

Mechanical's score. "Bull" Richardson took a pass from Wilson
and went under the basket wide
open to make a double decker.
Johnson made another point when
he converted after being fouled
by "Bull" Richardson. Johnson
fouled Wilson, who missed, and
then both teams took several
turns at missing shots. Engle
faked around two guards to score
for the Civils and did the same
thing a minute later to make the
score 14-13 in favor of the Mechanicals. The Mechanicals took
time out. Engle again converted
to put the Civils in the lead for
the first time. Gillette evened up
the score as he made a free throw
after being fouled by Engle. Wilson drove under the basket to put
the Mechanicals out in front as
the half ended.
The Mechanicals started a rejuvenated lineup of Wilson, Terhorst, Hartmann, Hilgeman, and
"Bull" Richardson in the beginning of the second half. The Mechanicals took the tip and Hilgeman dribbled down the floor to
score. The Civils took several
shots at the hoop, but they
couldn't seem to connect. Moore
went in the game for Thompson
of the Civils. Hilgeman dribbled
down the floor and charged Johnson, who made the free throw.
Johnson drove down the floor and
made a pretty shot from the side.
"Bull" sank a set-up shot to make
the score 21-18 in favor of the
Mechanicals. Engle came back in
the game for the Civils, and
Gillette and Dicks came in for the
Mechanicals. Yates fouled "Bull"
Richardson under the basket and
"Bull" made one out of the two
shots. Wilson again entered the
The Rose Technic

scoring column as he sank an
overhead shot. Morrison passed
out from under the basket to
Moore who made a "swisher."
"Bull" intercepted a pass and
dribbled the length of the floor
to connect. Gillette took the ball
on the next play and did the same
thing. Several fouls were committed, but none of the charity
throws were made. Johnson connected from the outside for the
Civils. Morrison looped one into
the basket from underneath and
the game ended on the next play
in favor of the Mechanicals.
with the score standing at 28-24

Butler, and Hess, while the Mechanicals substituted Hartmann.
Butler tripped Terhorst, but Terhorst missed, and then Larman
came in for Hilgeman of the Mechanicals. "Red" Richardson
made a pretty goal from the side
to make the score 8-4 in favor
of the Mechanicals. Hess missed
several tip-ins, and then Larman,
who had been fouled by Eyke,
missed a free throw. Butler took
a pass from "Red" to boost the
Civil score. Hess finally connected
with one of his shots, and Butler
put the Civils out in front as he
again took a pass from "Red" to
score. Wilson, however, came
Lineup and summaries:
right back with a field goal to tie
F.G. F.T. P.F. up the score at 10-all. Hess put
Mechanical A-28
1
5
0
Wilson, F.
the Civils out in front again
0
0
0
Nelson, F.
0
0
0
when he made the first free throw
Seebree, F.
1
3
1
Richardson, F
of the game after being fouled
0
0
1
Terhorst, C.
by Hartmann. "Red" Richardson
0
0
0
Cushman, C
1
1
0
Hilgeman, G.
contributed further to the cause
0
0
0
Larman G.
of the Civils, when he connected
1
0
3
Gillette, G
with a free throw from the char0
0
0
Hartmann, G.
0
2
0
Dicks, G.
ity stripe. "Bull" Richardson took
—
—
—
the ball off the bankboard and
13
2
5
Totals
F.G. F.T. P.F. looped the ball through the meshCivil B-24
3
3
2
Johnson, F.
es for the Mechanicals to tie up
0
0
Thompson, F.
0
the
score at 12-all as the half
1
3
0
F.
Engle,
ended.
0
2
0
Morrison, C
1
0
2
—
11

Moore, G.
Bard, G.
Yates, G.
Totals

Mechanical

0
0
0
—
2

0
0
1
—
5

A vs Civil A

The Mechanicals took the ball
after the Civils missed a shot,
and, after a few passes, Gillette
connected for two points. Wilson
intercepted a Civil pass and drove
under the basket for another field
goal. The Civils made their first
score when Fisher dropped in a
sucker shot. Hilgeman, Wilson,
and Fisher all missed free throws.
DeWitt came in the game for the
Civils, and then Fisher took a
pass from "Red" Richardson in a
drive under the basket, but close
guarding by Gillette prevented a
score. Wilson ripped one through
the meshes from the side, and
DeWitt missed a free throw after
being fouled by Hilgeman. The
Civils were wild with their shots.
Wilson again entered the scoring
column when he connected from
the edge of the foul circle. The
referee took time out, and the
Civils substituted Eyke, Mayrose,
April, 1 9 3 3

In the second half, the Civil3
started Brinkman, Fisher, Butler, Hess, and Eyke, and the
Mechanicals started Dicks, Gillette, Wilson, Hilgeman, and Terhorst.
I want to make a special note
of the fact that there was no
score in this half until nine minutes of the half had been played,
the score remaining at a 12-all tie
the entire time. This period was
marked by some of the closest
guarding I have ever witnessed.
Both teams played superb ball,
and neither one could obtain what
is termed a "set shot."
"Bull" came in for the Meehanicals. "Red" finally broke loose
and took a pass from Fisher to
break the ice. Fisher followed immediately with another goal to
put the Civils further in the lead.
Hess also lengthened the interval
by connecting with a follow-in
shot. DeWitt came in for Eyke
and immediately took a pass from
"Red" to drive under the basket
to make the score 20-12 in favor
of the Civils. "Bull" then scorched

the meshes with a shot from over
his shoulder. The Civils missed
several shots, and then "Bull"
again scored, this time from
under the bucket. Wilson fouled
Fisher as he was in the act of
shooting, and Fisher made one of
the two free throws alloted him.
Hilgeman missed after being
fouled by DeWitt, and then "Red"
made another point by making a
free throw after being fouled by
Hilgeman. This was the final score
of the game, which ended with
(Continued on Page 25)
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Power
Losses
Edited 6y
Joseph H. DeWitt,c.,'35

will take place indoors, which
seldom happens, and there will be
Summary of Conversation
nothing to see.
Men at Supper:
:
-Major
Sergeant
to
Adjutant
Tomorrow at 3:15 P. M., the
will
there
Tomorrow afternoon
will eclipse the colonel with
sun
a
sun,
the
of
be o total eclipse
orders. If it rains, this
necessary
seen.
seldom
is
which
event,
rare
.zike place indoors in
will
event
Notify the batteries to have their
which seldom
service
uniform,
men form, dismounted, on the
happens.
regimental parade, in service uniform, at 3:15 P. M. This will
"Traveled all over the world,
enable them to see the eclipse ;
Went up the Rhine, I supeh?
explanagive
to
I will be present
will,
pose?"
there
rain,
should
it
If
tions.
"Climbed it to the top."
of course, be nothing to see. In
"Saw the Lion of St. Mark ?"
this case, there will be the usual
"Fed it."
indoor instructions.
"And visited the Black Sea?"
Sergeant-Major to 1st Sergeant's
"Filled my fountain pen there."
Call:
By order of the colonel, tomorProfessor McCormick was seen
row afternoon, at 3:15 P. M.,
the
of
leaving the St. Pat's dance rather
there will be a total eclipse
sun in service uniform. Batteries early. He seemed to have a worto attend, dismounted. The ad- ried look on his face. Maybe he
jutant will be present, and will had been fooled again.
give necessary orders. If it should
Office boy: "There is a salesrain, there will be nothing to see,
which seldom happens; in this man outside with a mustaches."
Boss: "Tell him I have a muscase this rare event will take
tache."
place indoors.
1st Sergeant to Battery Clerk:
Voice over phone: "Is this the
The colonel is going to have an
who washes?"
lady
to
,
tomorrow
sun
eclipse of the
snob:"Indeed!I should
Society
the
on
uniform
service
start in
!"
not
NI.
say
P.
:15
3
at
parade
al
regiment
Voice over phone: "Why, you
Everybody present, dismounted.
If it rains, which seldom happens, dirty thing!"
the adjutant will explain this rare
Boss: "You're late this mornevent indoors, with necessary
Rastus."
ing,
orders, as there will be nothing
: "Well sah, when Ah
Rastus
to see.
de glass dis morning'
in
looked
:
Retreat
at
Battery Clerk
see mahself there, so
couldn't
Ah
:15
3
at
n
afternoo
w
Tomorro
Ah'd gone to work.
thought
Ah
the
eclipse
wil
colonel
P. M., the
d
sun, with necessary orders in Some time later, Ah discovere
of
out
dropped
had
service uniform. Everybody to dat de glass
attend. If it rains, this rare event de frame."

Eclipse by order
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DISTANTLY RELATED
"An so yer name is Riley?"
said one chance acquaintance to
another over their cups. "Are you
any relation to Tim Riley ?"
"Only disthantly. Oi wuz Dennis Riley's first child an' Tim
wuz his tinth."
Stuke: "Every time I kiss you,
it makes a better man of me."
She: "Well, you don't have to
try to go to heaven the first
night."
They laughed when I walked
over to the piano but their
laughter turned to amazement
when I calmly picked it up and
threw it at them. I had not taken
Earl Liederman's lessons in vain.
Dr. Howlett (making assignment):"Tomorrow we start with
lightning and go to thunder."
A man usually enters a speakeasy optimistically and comes out
misty optically.
In the Technic 40 years ago we
find this question: Have journal
reviews been abandoned ? Today's
chemicals are sorry to say it must
have been only a rumor.
The loon is a funny bird but it
takes the stork to kid us along.
—Selected.
Civil:"Awright then, wise guy,
if you're so wise, tell me why a
motorman can never get a shock,
if you're so wise."
Electrical: "Because he isn't a
conductor, son, he isn't a conductor."
The Rose Technic

pipe ahead of it into the fill. When
the ten feet of pipe are jacked
(Continited from Page23)
into place, the carriage is backed
a score of 22-16 in favor of the up and another ten foot section
connected and the operation reCivil A's.
This victory gave the Civil A's peated until the entire length has
the championship of school. This been jacked into place.
On March 1 over 400,000 galchampionship was well-earned
and makes the end of an interest- lons of water had been drained
ing and much-disputed fight for out of the fill although Section D
the school toga. The champions was not yet in operation. While
will be presented with gold it is too soon to state whether this
solution for the problem has been
medals at an early date.
successful,
it can be stated that
Lineup and summaries:
the "slow order" over the fill has
Civil A's-22
F.G. F.T. P.F.
been increased to 50 miles per
Fisher, F
2
1
1
hour and from all indications at
Butler, F.
3
2
0
Colburn, F
0
0
0
present the embankment has
Mayrose, F.
0
0
0
sliding. The investigation
stopped
Heck, C.
0
0
0
and installation are being made
Hess, C.
0
2
1
"Red" Richardson, G.
0
2
2
by the Drainage Engineering
0
2
0
Brinkman, G.
Company
of Middletown, Ohio
1
DeWitt, G.
1
under the supervision of Mr. A.
Eyke, G.
0
1
W. Spalding. The work is being
Totals
9
4
8
personally by Mr. N. M.
handled
Mechanical A's-16 F G. F.T. P.F.
Lawrence, Division Engineer for
Wilson, F.
4
0
2
Hilgeman. F.
0
0
2
the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Sports

Larman, F.
Terhorst, C.
Gillette, G.
Hartman, G
"Bull" Richardson, G.
Dicks, G.
Totals

0
0
1
0
3
0

0
0

8

0

0
1
0
1
2
0
8

Stopping a Siicie
(Continued from Page 17)

of a series of 8 inch perforated
pipe extending like fingers from
a hand into the fill at various
levels and pitches to drain such
pockets as were discovered by the
drilling. These will empty into a
large pipe and the water will be
carried out beyond the embankment. These 8 inch pipes are
jacked into place by a small jacking machine. Guide rails on
which a small carriage runs, are
laid on the bottom of the jacking
pit to the line and grade desired.
A ten-foot section of the pipe is
placed with one end against the
fill and the other against this
carriage. Inside this ten-foot section of pipe is a large encased
auger with expanding blades at
the front end. A four-cylinder
motorcycle engine turns this
auger, and as the dirt is carried
back through the casing and emptied out, the carriage is slowly
moving forward and pushing the
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Engineers and Engineering

ROSE
POLYTECHNIC
STUDENTS

Who Like to Save Money
Always Buy Their Shirts,
Neckties, Underwear and
Other Furnishings in Our
MEN'S SHOP!

1st Floor—West Entrance

THE ROOT
STORE

(Continued from Page 9)

chemical engineer studies inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, industrial chemistry, qualitative analysis, quantitative analysis, unit
operations, stoichiometry, metallurgy, chemical engineering problems, the accompanying laboratory Work, and general engineering, scientific, and cultural subjects.
We have so far discussed each
type of engineering as a distinct
unit. What of the engineer in
general? In the training of the
engineer much stress is laid on
the fact that he must have a broad
outlook. Therefore he studies
not only those subjects peculiar to
his own field but also those which
apply to the other types of engineering. For example, all chemical, civil, and mechanical engineers study elements of electrical
engineering. All students take
inorganic chemistry. Likewise
non-civil engineers are taught applied mechanics and hydraulics.
In addition to these specialized
courses, all engineering students
study physics, higher mathematics, and drawing. From the cul-

Columbian Laundry
Company

•
"The
Soft Water
Laundry"

•
Telephone C-1301
1112 Wabash Avenue.
We use Ivory Soap
exclusively

(Continued on Page 26)
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Engineers and Engineering
(Continued from Page 25)
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tural standpoint courses are given
in English, economics, administration and management, business law, and the like as they
apply to engineering.
The following three suggestions to students have been repeated many times but will bear
repeating again. Maintain your
health through physical exercise,
and your social qualities by association with your fellow students.
Learn the importance of underlying principles.
Most engineering is done by
groups rather than by individuals. Thus the engineer must be
able to cooperate with his fellows.
Engineering is not as restricted
as law or medicine. It is sometimes technical and specific, but
it often involves contracts and
other business relations. There is
need for men with broad outlooks.
Engineers are not the rough,
uncouth persons that they are
often considered. Engineering is
a profession similar to medicine,
law, or theology, and the successful engineers are cultured gentlemen who enjoy good music, good
literature, and who are up-to-theminute on world happenings. An
engineer is an important member
of society, for by his work and
research he molds the lives and
habits of his fellow men.
Engineering is a responsibility.
No one should enter this profession without an understanding as
to what is going to be demanded
of him. There are one hundred and forty-eight engineering
schools in America. Next year
these schools will receive some
sixty-five thousand freshmen.
Four years from then only about
a third of these will graduate.
And of the two-thirds who have
dropped from these schools, many
can trace their failure to the
simple fact that they were not
fitted to be engineers. The United
States and the world needs engineers, but it also needs other
types of men and women. Are
you fitted to be an engineer? If
you are, then by no means enter
another profession. If not, by
no means enter engineering.

Campus
(Continued from Page 18)

was also presented by Mr. Norman W. Liston on the subject
"Rectifiers". The next meeting
was held on March 16th with 32
members present.
Motion pictures of the evolution of transformers, and also a
short motion picture of the dedication of the short wave station
installed on the Rose campus,
were shown, through the courtesy
of Mr. Stadermann.
a nDalrymple
Chairman
nounced that the annual Triangular Meeting of the R.P.I., Ill.
U., and Purdue U. branches is to
be held at Purdue University on
Saturday, April 29th.

Rifle Club
In the first shoulder to shoulder
matches ever engaged in by the
Rose Rifle Club, five victories and
three defeats were registered.
On March 9 on the Rose range,
two victories were scored against
the local National Guard companies. Rose made 1717, Company C 1641, and Company I,
1626. Ringo led the field with
353 out of a possible 400.
On March 11, the Rose squad
traveled to Bloomington to engage the teams from Indiana University and the University of
Dayton. Buck fever assailed the
team with the result that in the
presence of the more experienced
marksmen, the Rose team made
only 1263 against 1337 for Dayton and 1316 for I. U. Withers
was high man for Rose with 263
out of a possible 300.
A triangular match held here
March 18 against I. U. and the
Engineer R. O. T. C. team from
the University of Illinois resulted
in a tie between our team ancl
I. U. with 1291. Our team trailed
in the standing position by four
points and took second place as
a result. The Illinois team made
1239. Lautenschlager led the
three teams with 267.
The Rose Team decisively defeated the two National Guard
teams at the Armory on March
23. Rose scored 1759, Company
C 1637, and Company I, 1579.
Massa's score of 360 was high.
The Rose Technic
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COUNTING COSMIC RAYS
We hear a lot about cosmic rays,
but know little about them. Some
believe the rays are the birth cries
of new matter, photons, which are
like light rays. Others believe they're
electrons, the death rattle of matter
as it radiates itself away. But whatever the rays are, they come to us
from every direction, night and
day.
One of our engineers, Chester Rice,
a 'io grad of Harvard, didn't think
cosmic rays were so mysterious.
He even perfected a device to count
them. Imagine — counting cosmic
rays! He counts them with a nickel
cylinder detector that is suspended
in a low-pressure tube. It's shielded by a housing of lead, 4 in.
thick, to keep out the effects of
radioactive material. The rays, passing into the cylinder, initiate corona discharges, which are fed into
an amplifier, then through a radio
loudspeaker. The rays can be heard
as distinct clicks. The small cylinder has a count of eight rays per
minute.
DNEPROSTROY
On October ioth last, the largest
masonry dam ever built was dedicated in Russia. It's part of the
tremendous Dneprostroy hydroelectric development.
There, Charles Thomson, who completed his engineering course in '13
at the South African School of
Mines, Johannesburg, Transvaal,
was honored by the U.S.S.R. He
received the Order of the Red
Banner of Labor for his skill. His
had been the job of erecting all the

electric apparatus. And some job
it was!
As a construction engineer for
General Electric, he spent 18
months in Russia. He put into
operation the nine enormous 77,soo-kv-it. generators, five of which
were built by G.E. They're the
largest water-wheel generators ever
built. Incidentally, it was some
achievement, considering the enormous weights, to ship the G-E
generators and transformers nearly
6000 miles—and then to put them
into operation successfully. Even
engineering veterans were astonished.
\.\
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MEET THE PHANOTRONS
Boston, proud guardian of the
Beans and the Cods, has been
harboring another celebrated family,
lately. The name is Phanotron;
present condition—that of lusty
infancy; job—rectifying alternating current.
Housed in the Salem Street substation of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company in downtown
Boston, this equipment is changing
alternating current at 13,800 volts,
3-phase, 6o cycles, into direct current at 238 volts. Listed advantages: no moving parts, silent
operation, high efficiency, economy
in floor space. Six tubes, with a
combined rating of 600 amperes,
are employed. They are an outgrowth of the vacuum tube used in
radio sets but have a current
capacity ioo,000 times greater.
The Phanotron rectifier, a highly
desirable neighbor, comes from
good old G-E stock, incubated in
the Research Laboratory in Schenectady. Incidentally, Harry Stein-

ews

er, a University of Kansas grad of
'26, is largely responsible for its
engineering and design development.

HELLO, WATE R WORKS
Two pumping stations which supply the Baltimore water system
have no personal attendants, but
they are able to give a complete
report of conditions existing at the
plant when called on the telephone. If you know the telephone
number (and the code in which the
station elects to talk back), you
have only to dial the station. The
G-E audible indicating equipment
in the station signals how well the
pumping equipment is operating,
what the water level is, the pressure, etc. It gives prompt, complete, and—if you please—courteous service. The public telephone
system is used, but conventional
house-to-house conversations in and
around Baltimore are in no way
affected. Operating officials delight
in demonstrating the equipment to
the uninitiated, letting them listen
as the pumping station makes its
report. "Amazing!" is the now
familiar remark.
Arthur Johnston, a '25 grad of
Oregon State College, is largely
responsible for this development.
He also did much to develop telemetering and the electric scoreboard.
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